
   

Why GameBreaker Headgear? 
 

1. Safety -- Since 2011, Virginia Tech researchers have been providing unbiased helmet ratings that allow consumers 
to make informed decisions when purchasing helmets. The Virginia Tech Helmet Lab, widely recognized as the 
prominent testing lab for helmet/headgear safety and protection in sport, recently conducted its first ever testing 
of flag football headgear. The Virginia Tech Helmet Lab independently tested the effectiveness of 12 different 
products, all of which they purchased themselves. Virginia Tech Helmet Lab’s STAR evaluation system states 
that headgear with a higher STAR rating will provide a greater reduction in concussion risk compared to headgear 
with a lower STAR rating. Virginia Tech Helmet Lab’s report stated “for flag football headgear, we 
recommend any 4- or 5-STAR headgear for athletes." Currently, GameBreaker has reached the highest level 
of safety in both their GameBreaker multi-sport (ranking at a 4-STAR) and Gamebreaker-PRO model which 
received the highest possible ranking of “5-STAR”, and provides the highest percentage of head coverage 
available. GameBreaker is the only company in the world that has both 4-star and 5-star rated headgear.  
 

2. Adjustable Fit for maximum protection -- GameBreaker has adjustable rear mechanisms that allow for a perfect fit 
in both GameBreaker multi-sport and PRO models. Both models also include a functional hook and loop 
retention system to keep the helmet secured at all times, unlike other brands.  
 

3. Fully machine washable for odor-free, clean headgear. 
 

4. GameBreaker headgear comes with “Product Liability Insurance” to ensure each player is always protected. 
 

5. Every helmet includes a free Shock Doctor Lip Protector Mouthpiece with $10,000 in dental insurance. 
 

6. Free cinch pack with each helmet to keep all your gear together. 
 

7. Option to fully customize your headgear for your team. Choose between 11 color options and 3 logo imprint                                   
areas to match your headgear to your uniforms.  
 

      

Email jakej@gamebreaker.com to start building your custom headgear! 

 


